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Disclaimer

Forward-looking statements
This presentation contains forward-looking statements. Those forward-looking statements reflect views held as at the date of this presentation. 
Any such statement is subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. Actual events or results may differ materially from the events or results 
expressed or implied in any forward-looking statement, and such deviations are both normal and to be expected. Recipients must make their own 
assessment about the likelihood of a matter, about which a forward-looking statement is made, occurring. The Company makes no representation 
about the likelihood of a matter, about which a forward-looking statement is made, occurring. The Company and its directors, employees, agents, 
advisers, and consultants: give no representation or warranty to a recipient of this presentation as to the accuracy or completeness of the 
statements contained in this presentation or in relation to any other matter; and to the fullest extent permitted by law, disclaim responsibility for 
and have no liability to a recipient of this presentation for any error or omission in or for any statement in this presentation. 

Reliance on presentation
Readers of this presentation must make their own assessment of the matters contained herein and rely on their own investigations and judgment 
in making an investment in the Company. This presentation does not purport to contain all of the information required to make an informed 
decision whether to invest in the Company. Specifically, this presentation does not purport to contain all the information that investors and their 
professional advisers would reasonably require to make an informed assessment of the Company’s assets and liabilities, financial position and 
performance, profits, losses and prospects. 

Not a recommendation or financial advice
The information in this presentation is not a recommendation to subscribe for securities in the Company and does not constitute financial advice. 
Any person who intends to subscribe for securities must conduct their own investigations, assessment and analysis of the Company and its 
operations and prospects and must base their investment decision solely on those investigations and that assessment and analysis. Prospective 
investors should consult their own legal, accounting, financial or other suitably qualified advisers about an investment in the Company.



Key Investment Highlights

Proprietary clean energy 
technologies providing a step 
change in the way energy is 
sourced

Pipeline of new ‘disruptive’ 
technologies progressing IP 
to  commercialisation, 
providing future value 
generation opportunities

Large addressable markets 
with demand for clean 
energy substitutes growing

Commercial partnership 
strategy provides multiple 
opportunities to 
demonstrate and generate 
near-term value

Experienced and resourced 
Board and Management 
team



01 02 03 04 05 06
Global Challenge

Energy challenges for 
industry to accelerate 

decarbonisation and the 
provision of remote power 

for earth and space  

Technology 
Solutions 

We are accelerating the 
development of  clean 

energy technologies for a net 
zero future

Market 
Size

Target markets in Industrial, 
Defence and Space

Competitive 
Advantage

Portfolio of technologies 
with IP protection and 

commercial relationships 
spanning incubation through 

to deployment

Team

Industry recognised team, 
with capability spanning 

invention, development and 
commercialisation

Strategic 
Objectives

Commercialise 3 revenue 
generating technologies by 

2026



Addressing significant global challenges

Fossil fuel still contributes ~80% of the world’s  energy 
requirements 

Industry are often constrained by the technology 
available to  transition away from fossil fuel

Growing need for adaptable clean energy solutions to 
accelerate the drive towards net-zero

Governments and companies worldwide are 
pledging to achieve net-zero emissions of 
greenhouse gases. 

Remote powering of technology is creating 
an increasing demand on affordable and 
reliable clean energy systems.

Traditional battery and remote/mobile power solutions 
are becoming inefficient for todays information and 
data requirements 

Reliance on digital technology is creating an increasing 
demand on renewable energy systems to power defence 
and space applications in remote locations

New betavoltaic technology created by entX is a 
disruptive technology to provide longer term and more 
sustainable powering of remote and mobile installations



Our Technology Solutions

in sandwichThe Technology Incubator

Radioisotope Heating Unit –Replacing legacy plutonium-based 
energy source, RHU uses energetic beta particles to generate 
heat for space, remote and low temperature  environments.

Carbon X – Beta Activated Ceramic technology designed to 
destabilise CO2 molecules and produce useful chemicals

in sandwich
Smart Semiconductor 
Structures

GenT – Energy generation technology designed to harvest 
waste heat as the fuel source

GenX – Energy generation technology designed to 
harvest electrons from beta isotopes as the ‘fuel’ source

in sandwichZero Carbon Fuels

PhosEnergy Process – Proven technology for the recovery of 
uranium from phosphate fertilizer streams

Hydrogen – Hydrogen production integration systems 
designed to provide alternative net zero carbon fuel sources



Targeted growth sectors

entX technology solutions have potential 
applications in large global markets addressing key 
growth sectors

Industrial

Space

Defence

Zero Carbon 
Fuels

Smart Semiconductor Structures The Technology Incubator



Targeted growth markets

Australian industry invested over $510 Million in carbon credit units to 
abate 17 million tonnes of CO2 in 2021.*

As space exploration continues to expand, the need for space power 
systems is forecast to be US $5 Billion by 2026**

The technology for the space market will have additional supplementary markets 
across both the defence and remote IoT sector

As the world explores for clean energy solutions to power generation, the global market for 
responsibly sourced Uranium is continuing to grow

• Australian Clean Energy Market Operator (2022)
**   Space Investment Quarterly, Q4 2021

IEA (2022), forecast the market for Hydrogen to be US $ 137 Billion in 2022, growing 
6.4% (CAGR), to reach US $ 225 Billion by 2030



Clean Energy Technology 
Incubation to Commercialisation

Commercialisation Strategy

entX has structured its business to transition technologies 
up the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) scale to a point of 
commercialisation to assess future value generation 
opportunities for shareholders.

entX focuses on practical commercial innovation in areas 
such as carbon capture & utilisation, non mining uranium 
recovery from phosphate fertiliser, green and blue 
hydrogen, energy & electron harvesting from beta isotopes 
& industrial heat waste recycling

Key Sectors and Applications
• Clean nuclear fuel
• Industrial decarbonisation
• Hydrogen transport fuels
• Space
• Defense
• Remote monitoring / Internet of Things (IoT)



entX uses a multi-faceted approach 
to create barriers to entry around 
our proprietary technology

01
Current Patents

04
Application 
Knowhow

03
Manufacturing Capability

02
Future 
Patents

entX uses a platform of 
intellectual property to 
add value to our 
technology and future 
partners

Our evolving patent 
portfolio in key 
jurisdictions will protect 
our platforms into the 
future

Underpinned by entX team 
who have  significant 
experience in 
manufacturing and project 
development

Extensive technical 
database covering years of 
trials relating to 
chemical/physical 
attributes and efficacy



Sustainability is core to our DNA
Committed to provide clean energy technologies

“Sustainability is at the core of our identity as a diversified clean 
energy technology company utilising advanced resource 

technologies to power and decarbonise the industrial and aerospace 
sectors for a cleaner tomorrow.”

Environment

• Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions

• Waste 
minimisation

• Protection of 
water resources

• Protection of 
land

Social 
(Our People)

• Health and Safety
• Diversity and 

Inclusion
• Employee 

numbers 
including and 
new hires (plus 
turnover)

Community (Building 
Prosperity)

• Economic 
contribution

• Long term 
educational 
outcomes

• Research and 
Development  
expenditure

• Total taxes paid

Governance
(Accountability and 

Stewardship)

• Governance body 
composition

• Stakeholder 
Engagement

• Risk and 
Opportunity 
oversight

• Ethical 
Behaviours

• Cyber Security

Sustainability value proposition is predicated on
• entX technologies role in reducing carbon emissions
• Safety and attracting and retaining talent
• Organic growth through Research and Development
• Strong governance

Inaugural Sustainability Report to be released Q2 2022



Team – Board of Directors

Mr Tim Goyder
Non-Executive Director

Mr Anthony Kiernan
Chairman

Mr Tim Wise
Non-Executive Director

Ms Lucy Gauvin
Non-Executive Director

Mr Bryn Jones
Managing Director



Team – Our People

Mr Bryn Jones
Managing Director

Dr Julian Kelly 
Chief Technical 

Officer

Dr Massey 
de los Reyes

Principal Scientist

Dr Scott Edwards 
General Manager -

Generation 
Technologies

Mr Jake Whittenbury
Development Engineer

Mr Leigh Whicker  Commercial
Manager

Mr Glenn Toogood
Head of Hydrogen



Our Strategic Objective 
LCH2

• Finalise the LCH2 Scoping Study
• Commence commercial discussions with KCA to underpin entX 

investment in feasibility study

PhosEnergy Process
• Development of ‘new’ marketing strategy to engage and unlock 

opportunities across USA and global phosphate production 
facilities to allow first scale project  

RHU
• Develop prototypes and collect performance data for marketing

Key milestones and value adding 
activities continue to improve the overall 
value of entX technology

GenX
• Complete agreement for supply of commercial demonstration 

units 
• Have a commercial agreement to proceed on the design and 

development of an entX manufacturing facility (2H 2022)

CarbonX
• ANSTO engaged to commence development of a program to 

meet the Company’s pilot plant evaluation timeline of 2024

GenT
• In collaboration with partner UniSA, complete a 9-month 

project aimed at developing initial prototypes

Long term Mission Target – 2026
Commercialise a minimum 3 revenue generating 

technologies



entX Technology 
Overview



Pillar 1:
Zero Carbon Fuels
Clean Hydrogen for 
industrial users

The PhosEnergy Process 
– Uranium from 
phosphate streams

Mr Leigh Whicker MBA,
AdvDipRBM

Commercial Manager

• Technical and management 
professional with key strengths 
in defence, space and energy

• Extensive networks in Industry 
and  Government

• Strong Project Management 
and asset integrity skills 

Mr Glenn Toogood
BAppSc, MCESM, 

Head of Hydrogen 

• Corporate and operations 
executive with over 20 years 
experience in energy and 
sustainability sector 

• Former Asset General Manager SA 
Otway – Beach Energy

• Board Member - SA Ministerial 
Advisory Council on Minerals and 
Energy (MEAC)



Clean Hydrogen – LCH2
Summary/Overview: entX has identified several potential green and blue hydrogen 
production opportunities across Australia. 

Limestone Coast Hydrogen Hub (LCH2):
• Concept incubation to MOU with Kimberly-Clark 
• Strategy focused on domestic supply to the industrial and transport sectors
• MOU signed with Kimberly-Clark Australia in Q4 2021 to collaborate on delivering a 

scoping study
• Scoping study is scheduled for completion in Q2 2022 at an initial 9MW electrolyser

capacity expanding to 30MW
• Feasibility 
• Project development is progressing aiming at first green hydrogen gas by 2026

Growth:
• Opportunity to leverage other entX technologies to build the LCH2 cluster
• Opportunity to deploy LCH2 and other entX technologies globally with Kimberly-Clark as a 

technology partner
• Deployment to other major volume off-takes including major transport operators, OEMs 

and renewable energy generators 

Sourced: Kimberly-Clark



PhosEnergy Process
Summary/Overview: 
The PhosEnergy process extracts Uranium from phosphate fertiliser streams. The PhosEnergy 
process has the potential to unlock Uranium 3O8 (U308) production equivalent to 15% of 
current global production.

Market Size/Opportunity:
• A 2014 Preliminary Feasibility Study (PFS) on a small U308 extraction facility (~350klb/a) in 

the USA indicated cash costs in the low US$20/lb range and an incentive price near recent 
spot uranium prices 

• Much larger facilities exist in the USA and globally which should offer superior pricing 
structures, economies of scale and cost synergies 

Strategic Partners/Agreements:
• Cameco – Co-Owner (75%) of IP vehicle and significant uranium company
• ANSTO – Early-stage development partner and royalty holder
• 2 Major US based phosphate producers – technology development partners

Next steps
Marketing strategy across USA and global phosphate production facilities to achieve first scale 
project  

Target global markets for phosphate 
production

• USA
• Morocco
• Tunisia
• Saudi Arabia
• China



Pillar 2:
Smart Semiconductor 
Structures
GenX – Maintenance-
free, long-term power 
for earth and beyond 

GenT – Turning waste 
heat into power

Dr Scott Edwards BAppSc(Hons), PhD, 
MBA

General Manager -
Generation Technologies

• Launching new technology into 
volume manufacturing

• Project management and operations 
experience in the global automotive 
industry

• Experience with collaborative 
development with leading national 
and international research institutes

Mr Jake Whittenbury
BE Mech (Hons)

Development Engineer

• Hands on technology 
commercialisation experience

• Project and design engineer with 
proven experience in the 
manufacturing industry



GenX

Summary/Overview: GenX is a betavoltaic power generation technology which uses 
novel semiconductor-metal electrode materials combined with beta radiation to 
produce constant power over long time frames. 

GenX can replace incumbent remote power sources with a simple, safe and effective 
generator that supplies constant DC power for up to several decades without the 
need for refueling or recharging.

Markets
• The global space power market logged growth of more than 100% (year-over-year) 

to reach US$2.8 billion in 2020 and is forecast to grow to US$5 billion by 2026
• Global (terrestrial) defence and remote monitoring markets also represent a 

substantial additional opportunity for GenX

Strategic Partnership Grants and Agreements:
• $2.4 million CRC-P awarded in a combined $6 million program with strategic 

partners UniSA, University of Adelaide, University of Western Australia and 
industry partners Duromer and DEWC systems. 

• MOU with Fleet Space to collaborate on GenX opportunities
• MOU with Space Machines Company around flight heritage opportunities
• MOU with University of Adelaide – Andy Thomas Centre for Space Resources

Source: Space Investment Quarterly, Q4 2021



Demonstration Feasibility Commercial Deployment

GenX

2021 H1             2021 H2             2022 H1             2022 H2             2023 H1             2023 H2             2024 H1 2024 H2             2025 H1

UniSA Phase 1
POC for GenX layered 
structures

Recent Achievements and Development Pathway

CRC Rd12 Application
Complete - successful

UniSA Phase 2
Demonstration Unit

Prototype design
Design for production Pilot Process Commissioned

Fast-tracked 
Commercial Prototypes

Design and Process 
Validation Customer Validation

Space and Defence 
equivalent

Commercial Scale 
Production Process 
Concept (Go/No Go)



GenT

Summary/Overview: A spin-out technology from GenX, GenT is a recently developed and 
patented system to convert infrared energy from waste heat sources into electrical power, 
affordably and efficiently. 

Sector Opportunity:
• Once developed to commercial prototype scale the technology will be tested in industries 

with large waste heat loads such as steel making, cement manufacture and metal refining.

Strategic Partners/Agreements:
• The Future Industries Institute at UniSA is our strategic development partner for GenT

prototyping
• IMCRC Activate funding of $63k has been awarded, funding resources at UniSA during 2021-22 

on a 9-month project aimed at developing initial prototypes



Pillar 3:
The Technology 
Incubator

CarbonX – Turning CO2 into 
revenue

RHU – Heat for electronics 
survival in space

Opportunity Evaluation and IP 
Capture

Dr Julian Kelly 
PhD, BSc (Hons)

Chief Technical Officer

• Chemical physics professional with a 
career in the development of 
advanced materials

• Former ANSTO nuclear policy expert
• SA Nuclear Royal Commission 

Technical Director
• Thor Energy (Norway) – Advanced 

thorium fuel development

Dr Massey de los Reyes
PhD (Nuclear Materials)

BSc Chem (Hons)
Principal Scientist

• Nuclear Materials and Policy 
professional with hands on 
research experience 

• Former ANSTO Project Manager 
and Research Fellow



Summary/Overview:
CarbonX is a groundbreaking technology, which has the potential to profitably 
convert CO2 to methanol and other commercial products without prohibitive 
energy input. This technology has the potential to revolutionise carbon 
emitting industries that are at risk as scrutiny on emissions increases 

Market Size/Opportunity:
• Global CO2 emissions 2020 were circa 40 BtCO2e – of which 30% was created 

directly from industry and energy use in industry (IPCC, 2021)
• Global revenue opportunity is a percentage of $360 billion on recent valuation 

of ACCU (~$30)

Strategic Partners/Agreements:
• Engaged with energy companies with carbon capture, utilisation and storage 

(CCUS) programs for pilot opportunities

Next steps
• ANSTO – engaged to develop a program to meet the Company’s pilot plant 

evaluation timeline of 2024

CarbonX



Radioisotope Heating Unit - RHU

Summary/Overview: 
A differentiated, Australian supply-chain Radioisotope Heating Unit (RHU) technology, 
allowing a lunar surface payload to survive and operate over multiple lunar nights

Market Size/Opportunity:
• RHUs are currently manufactured using Plutonium which represents significant health and 

proliferation risks as well as high cost.  entX RHU units are designed using safer beta 
radiation technology.

Strategic Partners/Agreements:
• The Australian Space Agency (ASA) has awarded the RHU development $90k through the 

Moon to Mars Program
• ANSTO has been engaged to provide prototype beta heat sources

Next Steps:
• Develop prototypes and collect performance data for marketing



Summary 

A unique growth vehicle to provide shareholders 
with exposure to a portfolio of disruptive clean 
energy technologies

A highly successful Board and experienced 
management team to rapidly drive projects from 
the laboratory to commercial deployment

Strong strategic partnerships with industry, 
institutions and government



Capital Structure 

Securities Number

Fully Paid Ordinary 133.2 M

Unlisted Options 16.2 M

Shareholder %

Tim Goyder 12.8%

DevEx Resources Ltd 4.6%

Bryn Jones 3.3%

Tony Kiernan 3.0%

Terafly Pty Ltd 2.7%

Top 5 Shareholders



“We cannot solve our problems with the 
same thinking we used when we created 
them”

Albert Einstein



Contact 
Details
Bryn Jones

Managing Director
P 08 8470 1700
bryn@entX.com.au

entX Office
Level 10, 111 Gawler Place
Adelaide SA 5000

www.entX.com.au

mailto:firstname.lastname@entX.com.au
http://www.entx.com.au/


The Technology Readiness Level (TRL) Scale
TRL1

• Basic Research. Principles postulated and observed but no experimental 
proof

TRL2
• Technology Formulation. Concept and application have been formulated

TRL3
• Applied Research. First lab tests completed – Proof of Concept

TRL4
• Small scale prototype built in a lab environment “rough and ready”

TRL5
• Large Scale prototype tested in intended environment 

TRL6
• Prototype tested in intended environment close to expected 

performance

TRL7
• Demonstrated system operated in operational environment at pre-

commercial scale

TRL8
• First commercial system. Manufacturing issues solved

TRL9
• Full commercial application. Technology available for consumers. 
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